PLUTO, A PLANET WRONGED!
by Arch Crawford (Wall Street astrologer/technician)
It has three Moons! That alone should qualify it as a planet.
Discovered in 1930, astrologers began to notice its appearance in horoscopes of the discoverer of XRays, Atomic Scientists, the first sustained Nuclear Reactor start-up in Chicago, atomic bomb tests
and war use, and reactor accidents.
When a Lunar Eclipse occurred very close to Pluto in April of 1986, I wrote: “If you don’t feel this
one, you’re probably not alive.” That was truly prophetic, as the Chernobyl melt-down four days
later raised background radiation levels world-wide!
Another infamous Lunar Eclipse formed a “Grand Cross” with Mars opposing Pluto forming the 2nd
arm. Looking up the qualities of these combinations in Combination of Stellar Influences by
Ebertin, I again took pen to paper: “This will be one of the worst days of the century. There will be
coercion, the use of force, a large explosion, and heartlessness or cruelty August 2-7, 1990” and
“Expect some major catastrophe on…August 2-7, as something explodes in a big way… awesome,
awful.”
That last was quoted in BARRON’S FINANCIAL WEEKLY 2-3 weeks prior to the event. And what
was that event? Saddam Hussein unexpectedly attacked Kuwait on August 2, 1990. The archetypical
pictures of those times from TV shows the Kuwaiti Oil Fields with the burning plumes of Hell, no
doubt the greatest ecological disaster since Chernobyl. Pluto, remember, is god of the Underworld!
John H. Nelson was a radio propagation specialist for the RCA Corp. Before the satellites,
information flow across the Atlantic was by Short Wave Radio. When Solar storms erupted on the
Sun, highly charged particles were flung outward, and when the Earth was drenched with them,
Radio would become garbled or blocked. They put John on top of a building in Wall Street with a 6
inch telescope and told him to figure out when these might transpire.
Frustration followed his minor statistical attempts, until someone advised him to look at the
alignment of planets relative to the surface of the Sun. He took the dates of the worst magnetic
storms from RCA files and drew charts of planetary positions around the Sun, and was amazed to
find large numbers of harmonic relationships among planets looking out from the Sun at times of
onset.
Knowing that John did not look at Pluto, because of its negligible gravitational component, I
mentioned to him that Pluto did show up as meaningful in my Stock Market statistics, calculated with
data back to 1896. He went back over his notes on the Solar storms and got back to me: “You’re
Right!” He used the Pluto relationships thereafter. His service projected Radio Propagation Quality
for every 6-hour period one month in advance! NASA was in close contact with him when the Space
Lab was falling early, due to excessive sunspot activity, and the Solar Wind pushed the Lab lower,
but NOAA, whose job it is to project Solar radiation today, will have nothing to do with his methods.
PLUTO will traverse the Galactic Center at 27+ of Sagittarius during January of 2007, and cross the
World Point at zero Capricorn in January of 2008. Donald Bradley, under grant from the U.S.
Weather Service, discovered that Jupiter passing over the Galactic Center correlated highly with
rainfall in New York City. What will happen when Pluto crosses that point? Some astrologers think
we will see mushroom clouds.
What is very clear in the metaphysics of these approaching events is that the World as we know it
will be utterly transformed, hopefully in a positive sense. If we do not make the positive choices, we
could get a repeat of the Noah experience, in reduction of numbers, or perhaps a total cleansing if
we’re not careful. In either case – Pluto will have its revenge on us for our lack of respect!

